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2000 CWSS Award of Excellence - Kurt Hembree

Kurt Hembree (right) receiving receiving the Award of Excellence
from Past President Scott Johnson.

Some of the adjectives that have been used to describe Kurt Hembree come from his
colleagues and friends.  Words like capable, reliable, resourceful, modest, sincere, tireless,
hardworking, cooperative, consistent, honest — and to quote colleague Tim Prather’s son,” Kurt
is Cool”.

Kurt has been a farm advisor with the University of California Cooperative Extension in
Fresno County since 1993.  Prior to that he worked with Bill Fisher as his research and field
assistant for eight years gathering experience and hands-on education from one of the leaders in
weed science.  During that time Kurt was also able to complete both his Bachelors and Masters
degree from CSU Fresno with an emphasis in vegetation management.

Kurt’s research and extension efforts are tireless.  He works in nearly every commodity
including vegetable crops, trees, vines, and agronomic crops.  His work also goes across the
range of weed science tools, from utilizing mechanical techniques in the reduction of nutsedge,
cultural methods such as organic mulches, chemical methods such as metam sodium for limited
resource farmers, to biological methods, such as selection of dodder resistant tomato varieties.
He also cooperates with a wide range of people involved in weed science research. These include
researchers and specialists at both UC Davis and UC Riverside, farm advisors working in every
commodity; and clientele from every walk of life, from the home gardener to the most
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sophisticated grower.  He is able to amplify what he does because of his ability to cooperate with
a wide range of people and not be the “lone ranger” trying to do it all.

Kurt is an excellent presenter of information in the area of weed management and is
sought out to be a speaker at many meetings and conferences.  He has written or co-written
weed/herbicide susceptibility charts for many crops. Kurt is conducting six IR4 projects for
safflower. Another recent achievements include the completion of the tree and vine chapter of
the Weed Management textbook. Kurt has ongoing funding for several weed management
projects in cotton and tomatoes.

His friends have heard that Kurt enjoys hunting as a hobby, but they don’t know when he
is able to, because it is also known that he works from “sun up to sun down.”

A final story about Kurt is that he is known for being resourceful, and has an uncanny
ability to get anything less expensively than anybody else.  Tim Prather tells the story of a
breadmaker purchase.  The breadmaker was not on sale, came with no attachments or other
special offers.  Kurt came away with the breadmaker at cost, a load of attachments and a free
cookbook.

Modest, sincere, effective, accomplished, reliable, dependable, capable, knowledgeable,
resourceful, and even “cool”, Kurt Hembree is an excellent member of the California Weed
Science Society and the recipient of our Award of Excellence in the Year 2000.
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